APC Smart-UPS Ultra
The industry first 3kW UPS in a 1U form factor

50% smaller and lighter, 2.4x more power
Next-gen semiconductor technology gives this UPS flexibility to install anywhere: rack (2 post, 4 post), tower, wall, ceiling and desk under-mount options without compromising power protection needs

Touch screen
Auto-rotating display

3x the battery life
The Lithium-ion battery lasts 8-10 years (3x VRLA) and won’t need to be replaced under normal operating condition, reducing Total Cost of Ownership

LED status indicator
At-a-glance indication of UPS Status

6 outlets in 1U
Including switched outlet group and pigtail NEMA L5-30R

Extended Runtime options
Up to 5 external battery packs

EcoStruxure Ready
Connect to either the Smart-UPS™ Portal or to EcoStruxure™ IT via the SmartConnect Ethernet Port or embedded network port

apc.com/smart-ups-ultra